CERTIFICATE MILL UPDATE
Guberman-PMC (a/k/a G-PMC)
“You Got The Money, You Get The Cert”
Update March 19, 2021: Daryl Guberman is trying to take down
this page to hide the truth.
Daryl Guberman's hack attorney sends hilarious letter threatening legal action if this
material is not taken down and hidden from the public. Apparently, it looks like Daryl is
not happy about the truth getting out! Perhaps Guberman will use the letter to further
fool his customers. Of course, like most attorneys the letter is full of threats and BS. So
let's further tell THE TRUTH about this matter. The response to the legal threats is as
followed...
Guberman's attorney claims Guberman-PMC is “not” unaccredited...
DEBUNKED: Guberman lost his accreditation from ABAC for his dishonest activities.
As for Guberman being a fraud? Well, who would like to see the hundreds of e-mails in
which Guberman sent to customers in which he pretended to be a "Jim Davidson” (fake
person)" or a "Dave Paul" (fake person), “Agatha Adelman” (fake person), among
others. His favorite impostor was a Raymond Mullin, PhD (real person but Guberman
used a fake signature of Mullin's on his certs). Further, Guberman would send numerous
e-mails as Mr. Mullin to customers when they got "approved" for certification. Of
course, the approval process was a total sham. If you got the money you get the cert.
That's how it works at Guberman-PMC.
Guberman's attorney claims Guberman-PMC is not a certificate mill...
DEBUNKED: Even though Guberman has LONG been known as a certificate mill
operation. Which was first coined by a Florida business that investigates certificate
mills. See: https://www.oxebridge.com/emma/certificate-mill-guberman-pmcwebsites-youtube-channel-shuttered-claims-company-out-of-business
In reality, the Oxebridge website Trumps (no pun intended) this site when it comes to the
disgraceful activities of Daryl Guberman and Guberman-PMC. Here you'll just find the
basics. Other sites go much more into detail about Daryl Guberman and Sheri Sykes
certificate mill operation. And there infamous “You got the money, you get the cert”
business operation.

So is Guberman-PMC an unaccredited certificate mill? Our opinion is in agreement with
many others and that is a big YES! It's 100% factual that ABAC permanently suspended
Guberman and therefore, G-PMC is clearly not accredited by anyone that we know of.
Maybe Daryl and his partner Sykes can whip up an accreditation body overnight using
their usual aliases and fake profiles. Will anyone notice? Eventually they will smarten
up. It's inevitable. Look at Bernie Madoff who thought he never would get caught.
Ironically Bernie used a similar copy & paste scam to ripoff the creative works of others.
Eventually Karma gets all of them. You too Daryl Guberman.
Guberman's attorney claims Guberman-PMC is an “ethical” company...
DEBUNKED: Is it okay to use aliases and impostors when communicating with
customers like Guberman did frequently for the last 10 years. You can decide that for
yourself. If you think it's okay than you are either a con yourself. Or a proud
owner of an ISO "certificate" from an unaccredited certificate mill. Good for you.
Maybe you too will be called out for your mail order ISO certificate.
The fact is. For the last 8 years Guberman was a 2-person operation printing ISO
certificates like candy for anyone with the cash. This is documented through paypal
payments and e-mails, and some voice mails recently gathered. Lastly, ISO standards
specifically require impartiality between the consultant and the registrar (certification
body). Can someone explain how Guberman is impartial when he operates the business
as the consultant and a registrar? Hell, he's a one-man shooting machine with his partner
Sheri Skyes (see below). Someone please explain how that is impartial? The point if
without impartiality the ISO certificate is NOT MEETING ISO STANDARDS! Contact
www.ISO.org yourself to confirm!
Guberman's attorney claims he owns this website and others....
DEBUNKED: If Guberman owned this website then why the hell doesn't he take it
down. He's clearly trying to use threats of exortion to HIDE THE TRUTH! This domain
and others are LEGALLY under the ownership of former business associate Don
LaBelle. You know, the one with enough sense to dump Guberman's ass once he found
out the truth! LaBelle expected this all along once he discovered Guberman-Sykes
conspired to issue unaccredited ISO certificates.
The fact is Guberman is scared shitless of LaBelle suing him for breach of contract. Or
better yet, counter sue him along with a number of businesses in a class action lawsuit.
That's how you take down certificate mills! Join together to get refunded! Stay tuned!
“Every business that knowingly uses a certificate mill to buy an unaccredited ISO
certificate needs to be exposed and penalized for misleading their own customers.” -

Don LaBelle. ISOCertCheck (ICC)

Guberman Defamed Innocent People For Years!
Perhaps the people enjoying this website the most is those that Guberman defamed for a
number of years on his former Youtube channel. No need to mention the names of the
victims. They know who they are. They are happy Guberman was forced to took down
his Youtube channel when he was threatened by his former accreditation body for
copyright infringement. Think about it. Why would Guberman take down his entire
Youtube channel of 2,000+ videos if he wasn't guilty of copyright infringement? As they
say, the proof is in the pudding. Enough said.
The chairman of Guberman's former accreditation body Don LaBelle recently admitted
he was ashamed of doing business with Guberman once he learned Guberman's true
intentions. LaBelle said...“I'm disgusted with myself for doing nothing to stop the
madness of Guberman's ongoing defamatory campaigns targeting innocent people using
his Youtube channel. Although I rarely could stomach watching his videos, I'm ashamed
for allowing it to happen. I blame myself for not doing something sooner."
LaBelle is working on a new project with a number of quality professionals to end the
reign of Certificate Mills who are making a mockery of ISO standards and disgracing
the industry. LaBelle vowed to call out all certificate mills and the companies that
knowingly use them to mislead their own customers. LaBelle recently acquired
ISOCertCheck.com (ICC) and AccreditationCheck.net to protect businesses from being
misled by certificate mills. The sites will be launched this Spring.

LESSON OF THE DAY: 'Scorpion & The Frog'
When it comes to trusting people in business, never forget the story of the
'Scorpion and the Frog.'
One rainy day, a Scorpion needed to cross the river. But being a scorpion he didn't know
how to swim. So he asked a nearby Frog to carry him over to the other side of the river.
The frog declined because he was afraid of being stung. But the scorpion argued. 'Think
about it Mr. Frog, if I stung you on the river, we would both sink and drown.' The frog
said his friend was stung and killed by a scorpion just recently. The scorpion replied,
'No need to worry, I'm not like other scorpions, I love frogs' said the scorpion. The frog,
finally agreed and allowed the Scorpion to jump on his back. So
off they went crossing the river. But midway across the river the scorpion does indeed
sting the frog a deadly blow, dooming them both. The frog was shocked, and asked the
scorpion, 'Why would you sting me I thought we agreed?' The scorpion replied, 'What

agreement, I'm a scorpion.'
--Fable of the Scorpion and the Frog.

